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Foreword

Most fundamental problems in combinatorial optimization field have been proven to be computation-
ally hard to solve to optimality and are known as NP-hard problems in the literature. Knowing that a 
problem of interest is NP-hard implies, on the one hand, that the problem is unlikely to be solved 
within a reasonable amount of computation time and, on the other, that one has to be satisfied with solv-
ing the problem approximately or near-optimally.

An important class of algorithms that have shown their usefulness in solving many computationally 
hard optimization problems is that of meta-heuristics. This is by no chance –meta-heuristics methods 
possess many good features, among which we could distinguish: they are able to find high quality solu-
tions in a reasonable amount of computation time, are robust, generic, flexible and easy to implement on 
sequential, parallel and networked computer systems. This, together with the fact that for most practical 
applications in industry and businesses high quality solution would suffice, have converted meta-heuristics 
into de facto approaches to cope in practice with the computationally hard optimization problems. In 
fact, even when a polynomial time algorithm is known for a certain problem, solving large-size/real-life 
instances (e.g. instances at enterprise scale) calls again for the application of meta-heuristics methods. 
Not less importantly, meta-heuristic approaches can tackle with efficacy both single and multi-objective 
optimization problems.

Meta-heuristics methods have been applied for decades now. Besides using them as stand alone ap-
proaches, during the last years, the attention of researchers has shifted to consider another type of high 
level algorithms, namely hybrid algorithms. These algorithms do not follow any concrete meta-heuristic, 
but rather combine meta-heuristics with meta-heuristics and/or other methods (e.g. divide-and-conquer, 
linear programming, dynamic programming, constraint programming or other AI techniques) yielding 
thus hybrid meta-heuristics. One fundamental question here is how can be achieved for hybrid approaches 
to outperform stand alone approaches? The hybridization aims at exploring the synergies among stand 
alone methods in order to achieve better results for the optimization problem under study. For instance, 
using hybrid approaches one can explore the synergies between exploration of solution space (through 
population based meta-heuristics, such as Genetic Algorithms—GAs) with the exploitation of the solu-
tion space (through local search methods, such as Tabu Search –TS); the GA could them be used as a 
main search method while TS can improve locally the individuals of the population.

The rationale behind the hybridization resides in the ``no free lunch theorem” stating that ``... all 
algorithms that search for an extremum of a cost function perform exactly the same, when averaged over 
all possible cost functions. In particular, if algorithm A outperforms algorithm B on some cost functions, 
then loosely speaking there must exist exactly as many other functions where B outperforms A.” Based 
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on this theorem, existing algorithms can be used as components for designing new efficient search 
algorithms and expect improved performance of the newly obtained algorithm for some cost functions.

Naturally, there are major issues in designing hybrid meta-heuristics for a given optimization problem, 
such as: (a) how to choose heuristic and/or meta-heuristic methods to be combined (within the same 
family or from different families of existing algorithms), and, (b) how to combine the chosen methods 
into new hybrid approaches. Unfortunately, there are no theoretical foundations for these issues, yet there 
are interesting evidences, experiences and reports on the literature. For the former, different classes of 
search algorithms can be considered for the purposes of hybridization, such as exact methods, simple 
deterministic or random heuristic methods and meta-heuristics. Moreover, meta-heuristics themselves 
are classified into local search based methods, population based methods and other classes of nature 
inspired meta-heuristics. Therefore, in principle, one could combine any methods from the same class 
or methods from different classes. Regarding the later, there are some attempts for taxonomies of hybrid 
meta-heuristics; in fact, the common approach is to try out in smart ways, based on domain knowledge 
of problem at hand and characteristics of heuristics methods, different hybrid approaches and shed light 
on the performance of the resulting hybrid approach. The level of hybridization here plays an important 
role, namely the degree of coupling between the meta-heuristics (e.g. coercive vs. cooperative). It should 
as well be noted that frameworks that facilitate fast prototyping have been also provided in the hybrid 
meta-heuristics literature.

This book brings excellent contributions to the field of hybrid algorithms, their design, implemen-
tation and experimental evaluation. The proposed hybrid approaches tackle fundamental problems in 
the domain of logistics, industry services, commercial distribution and manufacturing systems. The 
studied problems include routing, different forms of scheduling, such as permutation scheduling and 
shop scheduling problems, service allocation problems, etc. The proposed approaches include hybrid-
ization of meta-heuristic methods with other meta-heuristic methods such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) 
and Simulated Annealing (SA) or the hybridization of meta-heuristics with the exact solution of one or 
several mathematical programming models.

Besides advancing in the design of more sophisticated hybrid solution strategies for routing and 
scheduling problems, the contributions of the book have a practical focus for solving real life problems. 
The aim is to support decision processes in companies and thus to enable achieving better business ob-
jectives by solving the problems at company scale. Also, the use of benchmarks and software packages 
are good examples of best practices in the field.

The editors of this volume bring together experts and researchers from the field whose contributions 
explore new research findings, developments and future directions in the hybrid approaches for routing 
and scheduling problems arising in service, computing and manufacturing systems. Finally, although 
focused on the concrete field of the routing and scheduling for service, computing and manufacturing 
systems, most of the conclusions provided in the volume could be extended to routing and scheduling 
in other research fields.
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